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Summary 

The global rush for land – driven by increasing demand for fuel, food, raw materials and speculation – is 

wreaking social and environmental havoc across the world. Land, as territory, is the ultimate finite 

resource. However, land-based investments and the agribusiness sector now stand in stark contrast to the 

extractives and forestry sectors, in which there have been recent successes in terms of the introduction of 

binding international regulations. Consequently, in countries in south-east Asia (such as Cambodia, 

Myanmar, Papua New Guinea, and Indonesia), Africa (notably, Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, 

Nigeria, Liberia) as well as in South and Central America (Colombia and Honduras), land grabbing is causing 

social and environmental devastation but national rule of law is failing its citizens. This leaves affected 

people with the only means of recourse being international standards (such as the VGGTs and the rai 

principles1), self-regulating industry round-tables (RSPO and RTRS) and adhoc commitments by plantation 

companies and their financiers (see latest sustainable promises by large palm-oil companies for example). 

 

Whilst the VGGTs and yet-to-be-adopted rai principles set critical minimal standards, they remain non-

binding and so far have proved insufficient in preventing the negative environmental, social and 

governance impacts of large-scale land acquisitions. European financial institutions are supporting a 

significant proportion of what are in fact “land grabs”, through their financial investments in agribusiness 

projects. Binding regulations are urgently needed to address this. 

 

Due to the complexity of these financial flows, there is not one “silver bullet” regulation which can tackle all 

the elements of the problem. However, the right combination of a cluster of regulatory initiatives could 

have a significant cumulative impact. This cluster should comprise of regulatory requirements that 

agribusiness receiving investment from European financiers are legal, supplemented by regular 

documented due diligence assessments, potentially through the model of “Know-Your-Project”2. 

 

Background 

Since 2000, at least 49 million hectares (ha) of land in developing countries have been leased to companies, 

or are under negotiation.3 This commercial rush for land is being sold as both the solution to rural poverty 

and the only way we can feed the world. In reality, it is forcing rural communities who are already 

marginalised and vulnerable off their land and away from their traditional livelihoods, meaning they are 

unable to feed their families, while also destroying critical ecosystems and reinforcing corruption and 

impunity.  

 

Interviews in April 2014 with corporate social responsibility staff in European banks, funds and insurance 

groups revealed that the current financial system is not able to adequately take account of land-related 

risks because very few sector-wide or individual industry environmental, social or governance (ESG) policies 

                                                           
1 In full, the Voluntary Guidelines on the Governance of Tenure of Land, Forests and Fisheries, and the principles for responsible agricultural 
investment. 
2 Based on the “Know Your Customer” model used within Anti-Money Laundering regulations. 
3 Based on the most up to date information available in the Land Matrix database: http://www.landmatrix.org/en/ 

http://www.landmatrix.org/en/


even mention land tenure. Even those that do, depend on certification schemes (eg. FSC and RSPO4) as a 

proxy for due diligence, with the consequence that these financial institutions inherit the fundamental 

weaknesses of such certification schemes.5 

 

In conclusion, binding regulations with extra-territorial reach must be introduced in the most influential 

financial jurisdictions because the continued escalation of the problem of land grabbing indicates that the 

current system of national laws, unilateral company commitments and industry-based commodity round 

tables are not working.  

 

Role and responsibility of European financial investors  

Despite considerable opacity in the sector, available statistics show that, since 2000, European member 

states have played significant roles as the country of origin for large-scale land investments. The UK, 

Netherlands, Sweden and Italy are within the top 20 global sources of investment, and the majority of 

these are private investors.6 Meanwhile, a 2012 academic study of best available global land grabbing 

databases concluded that the UK is the location where the largest number of agribusiness companies 

involved in land investments are domiciled, representing 9.4% of the total or 4.4million (m) ha, followed by 

the USA at 7.9 % or 3.7m ha and then China (7.2% or 3.4m ha), with EU member states (including the UK) 

representing 15.09% of the total, or investments in 7m ha of land.7 

 

Suggested actions for European Institutions 

The EU has already demonstrated global leadership through the introduction of progressive regulations 

which either apply robust governance provisions in the natural resource sectors to the operations of 

companies overseas (eg. the Transparency Directive (2013/34/EU), or introduce limitations on the qualities 

of natural resource-based imports into their markets (eg. EU Timber Regulations).  

 

Concrete and binding regulatory limits on the ability of EU-based financial investors are urgently needed. A 

range of specific opportunities have been identified in existing EU regulatory processes, based around two 

mechanisms: 

1) Requirements to prove the legality of agribusiness assets, namely the capital, land under lease and 

commodities produced by it; 

2) The inclusion of land tenure in ESG risk assessment, due diligence, screening and mitigation 

requirements, for example through the model of “know-your-project”, based on existing 

international standards and best practice, such as the VGGTs. 

 

FERN, Global Witness, Friends of the Earth Europe and Action Aid, together with other NGOs in Europe are 

working on a set of concrete proposals that can be adopted at the European level to ensure that 

investments by banks, pension funds and other investors are not financially supporting companies that are 

operating illegally of are engaged with land-grabbing. For more information please contact the following: 

 

FERN: Mark Gregory - mark.gregory@fern.org 

Friends of the Earth Europe: Anne Van Schaik - anne.vanschaik@foeeurope.org 

Global Witness: Megan MacInnes - mmacinnes@globalwitness.org 

Action Aid: Isabelle Brachet - Isabelle.Brachet@actionaid.org 

                                                           
4 Forest Stewardship Council and Round Table on Sustainable Palm Oil. 
5 For example Global Witness’ complaints to the Forest Stewardship Council against DHL in in Liberia, The Vietnam Rubber Group in Cambodia and 
Laos, as well as the report Pandering to Loggers. Greenpeace, Fern Rainforest Foundation UK have also publicly criticised these schemes. 
6 Schaffnit-Chatterjee, C. (2012) Foreign Investment in Farmland: no low hanging fruit. Deutsche Bank 
http://www.dbresearch.com/PROD/DBR_INTERNET_EN-PROD/PROD0000000000296807.pdf 
7 Rulli et al (2012) Global land and water grabbing, PNAS, November 2012 
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2013/01/02/1213163110.full.pdf+html 

http://www.dbresearch.com/PROD/DBR_INTERNET_EN-PROD/PROD0000000000296807.pdf
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2013/01/02/1213163110.full.pdf+html

